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ABSTRACT
Turning Function And Shape Recognition
by
Swetha Shankar
Dr. Laxmi P. Cewali, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Computer Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

The technique of turning function is a powerful method for measuring similarity
between two dimensional shapes. The method works well when the boundary of the
shape does not contain noise edges. We propose an algorithm for smoothing noise
edges by decomposing the boundary into monotone components and smoothing the
noise edges in each component. We also present an implementation of the proposed
smoothing algorithm.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Constructing and recognizing a shape from incomplete information is an age-old
fascinating problem pursued by human beings right from the dawn of civilization.
While watching the distribution of stars in night-sky, inquisitive inquisitive minds
have been assigning perceived shapes to groups of star clusters that eventually led to
zodiac names. The technique of relating/connecting partial data points for estimating
the shape is witnessing a barrage of applications after the advent of computer science
and information technology. In particular, shape recognition algorithms have been
applied in image pocessing, pattern recognition, robotics and environmental science.
In space technology, satellite images may be used to determine a pattern such as forest
cover, water shades, fault-lines, and erosion. Shape similarity algorithms have also
applications in medicine for X-ray processing and NMR-images. In robotics, shape
recognition is used by a robot to traverse a path in the presence of obstacles.
Shape recognition algorithms have been developed from two sub-areas of computer
science: (i) digital image processing, and (ii) computational geometry. In digital
image processing, the description of the input shape is available in the form of pixels
and voxels and in computational geometry the input shape is usually described in term
of geometric model such as polygons or polyhedrons. The geometric shape recognition
problems deals with the determination of similarity between a given shape and its
1

prototype model. The given shapes and the prototype models in two dimensions are
usually described in term of polygons. While comparing an unknown shape with

prototypes it is necessary to define the degree of simlarity between them.
In this thesis we consider the development of efficient algorithms for detecting
and / or reducing noise edges from the polygonal model of a two dimensional shape.
The available image of the shape may contain noise edges. The problem is to first
distinguish noise edges from normal ones and susuquently process them to obtain
a smoothed boudary. While smoothing the noisy boundary, care must be taken to
retain the overall structural properties and morphological properties.
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chaper 2, we present a review of the ex
isting geometric shape recognition technique. We critically examine two geometric
techniques for measuring shape similarity. One of these techniques in the method of
’signature analysis’ of polygonal curves proposed in [7]. The other technique we ex
amine is the method of “turning function” which is reported in [2 ]. These techniques
assume that the input polygonal boundary is free of noise edges. In Chapter 3, we
prpose a new approach for smoothing the boundary of a polygonal shape containing
noisy edges. Our method is to first decompose the boundary into minimum number
of monotone chains. Each monotone chain is processed to identify noisy portions.
The identified noisy edges are replaced by fewer edges resulting in smooth boundary.
The proposed method tried to preserve the area bounded by the polygonal shape.
The algorithm for decomposing into monotone chains runs in 0 { ‘n?) time and that
for smoothing also runs in 0{n) time. In Chapter 4, we present an implementation
of the proposed decomposition and smoothing algorithms. The implementation is

done in the Java programming language. We also present experimental results on
several polygonal models containing noisy edges. The experimental results show that
the propsed technique is fairly effective in detecting noisy edges and appropriately
smooothing the boundary. Finally, in Chapter five we discuss the possible extension
and/or generalization of the proposed technique and scope for future work.

CHAPTER 2

MEASURING SIMILARITY FOR POLYGONAL SHAPES
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present a brief review of important geometric algorithms for
measuring similarity between two dimensional shapes. Shape similarity problems can
be distinguished into two types: (i) exact similarity problems and (ii) approximate
similarity problems. Two polygonal shapes are called exactly similar if one can be
obtained from the other by some scaling and rotational transformation. In real world
applications, two shapes that are similar for all practical purposes may not be exactly
similar. Hence researches have suggested various methods for measuring approximate
similarity between shapes. The main focus of research dealing with an approximate
similarity is to come up with appropriate “metric” for comparing shapes. Once the
model of similarity measuring metric is decided the next step is to develop efficient
algorithms for computing the similarity distance between the polygons by using the
selected metric. Some of the important geometric methods for measuring similarity
between polygonal shapes reported in the literature are described next.
2.2 Exact Similarity
Consider two polygon P and Q each with n number of vertices. As mentioned
above, P and Q axe similar if one can be made identical to the other by suitable
scaling and rotational transformation. But it is not obvious how to know the amount

of appropriate rotation and scaling to transform one to the other. It is noted that
for similar polygons, angles at the corresponding vertices must be equal. So if we
know the corresponding vertices between the shapes, then the exact similarity can be
checked by measuring interior angles on those vertices.
A brute force approach to determine corresponding vertices is to arbitrarily pick a
start vertex (say

P . vq)

from the first polygon P and find a matching vertex from the

second polygon by trying all the vertices. This approach obviously takes 0{v?) time.
It is thus interesting to come up with a faster algorithm for checking exact similarity.
One of the first linear time algorithms for checking exact similarity was reported by
Manacher in [6 ]. The approach is to transform the problem of determining similarity
between polygonal shapes to the problem of determining substring matching. Let
é^o, ^ 1 , ■• •^ n -i be the interior angles of polygon P at vertices
respectively. Similarly, let 0o, 0 i ,...,

P.V q, P .U i, ...,

P.vn — 1,

be the interior angles of polygon q at vertices

q.vo,q.vi, ...,q.vn — 1, respectively. Let Sp and Sq denote the strings 8odi...9n-i and
0 0 0 1

respectively. Now observe that P and Q are similar if Sp can be found

as a substring in the string

SqSq

(concatenation of S q with

S q ).

Since the substring

matching problem can be solved in linear time by using the string matching algorithm
of Knuth, Morris, and Pratt [5] the polygon similarity problem can also be checked
in linear time [6 ]. An improved version of the algorithm presented in [6 ] was later
given by Akl and Toussaint in [1].
2.3 Visibility Graph Approach
In this method, reported in [3], the visibility graph induced by polygons is used
for finding approximate similarity between polygonal shapes. The visibility graph

G{V, E) for a simple polygon P is defined as follows. The vertex set V is identical
to the vertex set of the polygon and the edge set E contains the visibility edges of
the polygon. It is noted that two vertices Vi and Vj of a polygon are connected by
a visibility edge if the line segment connecting them is contained completely inside
the polygon. In term of visibility graphs, two polygons are said to be similar if the
corresponding visibility graphs are cyclically isomorphic. The problem of checking
the cyclically isomorphic property is converted to the string matching problem. The
time complexity of the resulting algorithm is 0{n?). An interesting consequence of
this approach is that it groups all convex polygons into one class. Hence this method
can not be used for finding similarity between convex shapes.

2.4 Turning Function and Shape Recognition
For comparing similarity between polygonal shapes, the notion of turning function
has been used with some success [2]. However, there are some limitations to this
approach. A polygon may be represented using its turning function. To define the
turning function for a polygon we need to fix some starting point s on the boundary
of the polygon. We also need a reference direction for defining the turn angle.
Without the loss of generality we take one of the vertices as the starting point s and
the x-axis as the reference direction. The arc length g{t) of a point t on the boundary
of the polygon is the length of the path along the boundary from s to t. The turn
angle of a point t on the boundary is the measure of the accumulated angular turn
made by a point q when it moves along the boundary from s to t. Turn angles along
an edge remain constant and only change when a transition occurs between adjacent
6

Figure 2.1: Example of Turning Function of a polygon

vertices.
For measuring accumulated turn angles, turns along the boundary are added for
left-turns and subtracted for right-turns. The turning function 0 (t) gives the turn
angle at t as a function of arc length at t. Figure 2.1 illustrates the turning function
for an example polygon. For the above polygon ,we find that the turning function
increases for left hand turns and decreases for right hand turns. A polygon is said
to be convex if all internal angles are < 180 degrees. Hence for a convex polygon
the turning function 0{t) increases progressively. For a non-convex polygon ^(t) may
become arbitrarily large, since it accumulates the total amount of turn, which can
grow as the polygon spirals inwards.
Two polygonal shapes may be compared using their turning functions.The degree
of similarity between the shapes is measured by taking the distance between the two
turning functions. If the two shapes are exactly similar then the distance between
their turning functions is zero. As the dissimilarity in the shapes increases, the distance
between the turning functions also increases correspondingly. For calculating the
turning function we assume a starting point s in the polygon as mentioned above.
The turning function is calculated with every vertex of the polygon as the starting
7

Figure 2.2: Comparison of Turning Functions

point, thus obtaining a total of n (total number of vertices in the polygon) turning
functions for each polygon. The distance between the turning functions of the two
polygons is evaluated and the minimum distance is determined, to determine the
mnimumm distance between two turning functions, one of the turning functions is
fixed and the other is shifted horizontally in discrete stpes.
Consider the following example where the turning functions of two shapes are
compared. In the above example, the first shape is a square and the second is a
shape which is similar to a square with several notches. If the turning functions
corresponding to these shapes are overlayed then they bond a region between them.
The smaller the bounded region the closer the similarity. If the turning functions of
two identical shapes are overlayed then the area bounded by them is zero and they are
perfectly similar. If the bounded area is very small then the shapes are very similar to
each other. On the other hand if the bounded area is very large then the shapes are
very dis-dimilar. The detail of the algorithm for finding the distance between turning
functions is given in[2]. It is noted here that while computing turning functions the
shapes need to be normalized. One of the main demerits of the turning function
approach is that the method is not effective in capturiing similarity if the polygon
models have noise edges. Otherwise the technique is fairly effective.

2.5 Signature Functions
One of the early works in the shape similarity of polygonal models is the notion of
signature introduced by O’Rourke [7]. The notion of the signature of polygon can be
extended in a straightforward manner to open curves in two dimensions. Intuitively,
the signatures of polygons are much simpler than their boundaries, and at the same
time they retain some structural properties of the polygon. It has been found that
signatures of polygons can be used with some success in capturing the similarity
between hand written characters [7].
The signature of a polygon is determined in term of the signature of its edges. To
understand the working of the algorithm, the polygon shown in Figure 2.4 is used
as a running example. Consider the line L3 passing through the edge (ug, U4 ) of the
polygon. In the figure line L3 is drawn with dashed strokes. The total length of
the edges or the portion of the edges lying on or to the left of Lg is defined as the
sig n a tu re of edge (ug, V 4 ) . It is emphasized that the length of the edge through which
line Lg passes also accounts in its signature.
The sig n a tu re of a poin t q on the boundary of a polygon can be defined in
term of the tangent of the polygon through that point. This means the signature of a
point q lying on the interior of an edge e* of the polygon is the same as the signature
of 6i. Thus the signature of all points on the interior of an edge are identical. It may
be noted that the signatures of vertices are not defined. The signature of all edges of
the polygon put together gives the signature of the polygon. Since the signature of
interior points on an edge are identical, the signature of the entire polygon consists
of a sequence of horizontal line segments. A plot of the signature of our example
9
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Figure 2.3: O’rourke Signature of a Polygon

polygon is shown in Figure 2.4 b. To plot the signature we need to pick a starting
point on the boundary which we take, without loss of generality, as the point next to
a vertex in counterclockwise direction. The signature has discontinuity at the vertices
of the polygon which are shown by dashed vertical line segments in the figure. It can
be observed that the signature function is a step function.
To plot the signature,the length of the boundary from the starting point to the
candidate edge is taken as the x-coordinate and the signature of the candidate edge is
taken as the y-coordinate. For edge(u3 , U4 ), the starting point is vq, the x-coordinate
is the sum of the length of the edges e(%, 'Ui), e(ui, %), e{v2 ,

and the y-coordinate

is the calculated signature. The plotted signature is shown in Figure 2.3.
The signature of a polygon has some significant structural properties. For example
the signature of a polygon is a step function which has the look of an orthogonal chain.
Some of the other interesting properties are convexity , invariance, and inversion which
are discussed below.
Property 1: (Convexity) The signature function of a polygon ignores the differences

10

in the convexity of polygons. This means that whether the polygon is a square,
rectangle, convex pentagon, or any convex polygon, the signatures are the same.
Hence the signatures of all convex polygons are identical.
Property 2: (Invariance) The signature of a polygon is invariant under translation,
rotation and scale change of the polygon. It is also observed that symmetric curves
have similar signatures but not vice versa. As observed in [2 ], the signature of a
polygon is nearly invariant with respect to a slanting transformation. In a slanting
transformation only the y-axis is rotated by a small angle to obtain the transformed
polygon.
Property 3:(Inversion) It is interesting to ask whether the original polygon can be
reproduced from its signature. It turns out that many polygons can have the same
signature. This means it is not possible to reconstruct the polygon from its signature.
Surprisingly, it has been proved [7] that if the polygon is orthogonal then it can be
precisely reconstructed from its signature.
It has been found [7] that the signature function approach is effective in comparing
similarity between hand written characters.
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CHAPTER 3

MONOTONE DECOMPOSITION AND SMOOTHING
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we develop algorithms for extracting sub chains from the bound
ary of the polygon which are used as possible candidates for performing smoothing
operations. The extracted components are essentially monotone subchains. An algo
rithm is presented that identifies noise regions in the subchain. We then present an
algorithm for smoothing the noisy sub-chains. 3.2 Monotone Decomposition
A polygonal chain is a sequence of vertices uo,Ui,U2 ,...,u„_i such that the line segments
formed by connecting consecutive vertices do not intersect in their interior. Given a
polygonal chain chi and a line Li, the chain chi is said to be m onotone with respect
to Li if the projections of the segments of the chain along the line L\ do not overlap.
Figure 3.1 illustrates an monotone chain with respect to the x-axis.
It is remarked that a polygonal chain can be monotone in several directions. In
Figure 3.2, three chains are shown. While the first chain is monotone only along the
x-axis, the second chain is monotone in all directions between di and c?2 , inclusive.
The third chain is not monotone in any direction.

It is interesting to formulate an efficient algorithm to check whether or not a given
polygonal chain is monotone or not. The monotone check problem (M CP) can be

13

Figure 3.1: Illustrating an X-monotone chain

formally defined as follows:
The Monotone Check Problem(MCP)
Given: A polygonal chain chi
Question: Is chi monotone in some direction?
Since the chain can be monotone in infinitely many directions, it is not feasible to
directly plug-in the definition of monotonicity for checking it. An algorithm for check
ing the monotonicity of a chain can be developed by examining the magnitude of the
slo p es o f th e edges of th e c h a in a n d b y d e te rm in in g th e im p lied m a x im u m tu rn s . L e t

the line segments of the edges of the chain be denoted as Si,S2 ,---Sn-i- The line seg
ments are assigned directions implied by the traversal of the chain along the vertices

14

Figure 3.2: Distinguishing three kinds of polygonal chains
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VQ,Vi,...Vn-\. Let the direction of the segment Si be denoted by dt. The relationship
between monotone property and the directions of the segments of the chain can be
better characterized if we plot the directions of the edges of the chain from the origin
of the co-ordinate system as shown in Figure 3.3.
From the plot we see that the angular range, in the counter clockwise direction,
between d^ and

^2

is greater than 180 degrees. Thus segments gg and S4 are the

segment pairs that prevent the chain from being monotone in any direction. This
leads us to conceptualize the following definition.
Definition 3.1: If the counterclockwise range between slopes rrii and mj of any
two segments pair Sj and Sj of a polygonal chain chi is greater than 180 degrees then
such a pair is called non-m onotonicity w itness pair. Note that Si is the start
segment and Sj is the end segment when the boundary of the polygon is traversed in
the counterclockwise order between two segments. In Figure 3.3 , segments S2 and

84

are the non-monotonicity witness pair. Let rur and rrit denote the smallest slope and
largest slope of the chain chi = vi,V 2 , %,...., Ufe. We denote by A n g u lar R ange ( ,d*)
the angular range, in counterclockwise order, between dr and d*, where dt and dr are
the directions corresponding to the slopes of segments St and Sr as indicated in Figure
3.3.

Lemma 3.1: A polygonal chain chi = vi,V 2 ,v z ,....,% is not monotone if and only if
the AngularRange(dr,d() is greater than 180 degrees.
Proof: We first show that AngularRange(mr,mt) greater than 180 implies non
monotonicity. Consider the segments Sr={vr,Vr+i) and St={vt-,vt+i) with slopes

16

Figure 3.3: Plotting the directions of the segments of the chain
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'H-1

't+ 1

Figure 3.4: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 3.1

and rrit respectively. Without loss of generality we assume that segment

is parallel

to y-axis as shown in Figure 3.4.

If the chain is monotone then both Sr and St must be monotone with respect to some
line to the left of the chain. Let I' be any line with respect to which both Sr and st
are monotone. Since Sr is directed along the y-axis, the direction of I' must be in the
range [90, 180] degrees.
Draw vertical lines from Vt and Vt+i to meet the chain at points Pa and pb, respec
tively. Let the sub-chain {pa,Pb) denote the portion of the chain with endpoints at pa
and Pb. Now observe that the projections of segment St and sub-chain {pa,Pb) along the
line I' overlap. This implies that the chain chi is not monotone - a contradiction. The
other direction of the proof, non-monotonicity implies that the Angular Range (
18

, rrit)

is greater than 180 degrees, follows similarly.

□

It is interesting to determine the set of directions along which a given chain is
monotone. The set of directions along which the chain is monotone can be expressed in
terms of the maximum and minimum direction as stated in the following observation.
Observation 3.1 Let dmm and dmax be the minimum and maximum direction of the
directed segments of a monotone chain chi. Then the range of the set of directions
along which the chain is monotone is given by [{dmin+^^)-{dmax - 90)]
We can use Lemma 3.1 to develop an efficient algorithm for determining whether
a given chain chi is monotone or not. The approach is to keep track of the turn-angle
as the chain is scanned from the start vertex to the end vertex. The turn angles of the
segment could be either a left turn or a right turn. Total turns need to be examined
with respect to the initial direction do. The left turn is taken as positive and the right
turn is taken as negative. During the scan, accumulated left turns and accumulated
right turns with respect to the initial direction do are maintained. Whenever the
accumulated left turn is greater than 180 degrees we have found that the chain is not
monotone. Similarly, whenever the accumulated right turn is less than 180 degrees
the chain is found to be not monotone. A formal description of the algorithm is listed
as Algorithm MonotoneCheck.
Theorem 3.1: MonotoneCheck algorithm executes in 0{n) time, where n is the
number of vertices in the chain.
Proof: Observe that each vertex is processed at most three times for finding turn
angles. The time for computing the turn angle implied by three consecutive vertices
is constant. Hence time for one execution of the body of the for-loop is 0(1). Since
19

the loop executes at most n time the total time is 0{n).
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□

Algorithm MonotoneCheck
Input: Polygonal chain chl=uo,Ui,U 2 ,
Output: ' true ' if chi is monotone and ' false ' otherwise.
Step 1: i. leftTurnTotal = 0;
ii. rightTurnTotal = 0;
Step 2 : i. for(int i—0; i < n; i+ + ) {
ii.
turn = turnangle(%,%+i,U;+2 );
leftTurnTotal = leftTurnTotal 4 - turn;
rightTurnTotal = rightTurnTotal + turn;
hi. if ((turn > 0) && (rightTurnTotal i 0))
rightTurnTotal = 0;
iv. if ((turn > 0) && (leftTurnTotal i 0))
leftTurnTotal = 0;
V.
if (leftTurnTotal > 180 degrees) return false;
vi.
if (rightTurnTotal < -180 degrees) return false;

}
Step 3: return true;

3.3 Partitioning Polygon Boundary
We now consider the problem of partitioning the boundary of a polygon into the
minimum number of monotone chains. One of the motivations for partitioning into
monotone chains is in its application for simplifying a polygon with many edges into a
polygon with fewer number of edges. This in turn has applications in removing noise
edges from thepolygonal models. The presence of noise edges in polygonal models is
discussed in [2 ].

21

Function ExtractMonotoneChain
chain ExtractMonotoneChain (vertex v) {
chain chi; Faculty
chl=(uo,Ui,U 2 );
leftTurnTotal = 0; rightTurnTotal = 0;
i= i;
while (z < n —1 ) {
turn = turnangle(ui,Uj+i,r;i+2 );
leftTurnTotal = leftTurnTotal + turn;
rightTurnTotal — rightTurnTotal + turn;
if ((turn > 0) && (rightTurnTotal >0 ) )
rightTurnTotal = 0;
if ((turn < 0) && (leftTurnTotal < 0))
leftTurnTotal = 0;
if (leftTurnTotal > 180° or rightTurnTotal < —180°) return chi;
else add vertex Uj+ 2 to chi;

}

}
One difficulty in direct application of MonotoneCheck algorithm to a polygon
boundary is thatwe do not know the starting vertex. So we simply repeat the al
gorithm for all possible (n of them) starting vertices. At the beginning vq is taken
as the starting vertexand the function ExtractM onotoneChain (uq) is applied to
the polygonto obtain maximal monotone chains starting at vertex

The func

tion ExtractMonotoneChain(uo) is essentially an adaptation of “Algorithm Mono
toneCheck” .It is noted that a monotone chain chi of a polygonal boundary is called
maximal if it is not properly contained in alarger maximal chain. A sketch of ExtractM onotoneC hain(v) function is listed above.In the function, the addition of
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indices of vertices are done modulo n.
Algorithm ExtractMonotoneComponents
Input: A simple polygon P=
Output: Polygon P whose vertices are marked with component numbers.
Stepl:

Mark all vertices of P unprocessed

Step 2: i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

startV=uo, compId=l;
chaini—ExtractMonotoneChain(startV) ;
k=chaini.size(); v—startV;
for all vertices v of chaini {
mark v processed;
v.compNum = compid;

}
compId++;
Step 3: i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

startV = v;
while(ujj_i is not processed) {
chaini = ExtractMonotoneChain(startV);
if(u^_i is processed) {
Trim chaini by removing vertices u„_i onward;
k=chainl.size();
V — start V ;

}
V.

for all vertices v of chaini {
mark v processed;
V .compN um=compId ;

}
compId++;

}
When a polygon is partitioned into monotone chains there could be k compo
nents. We areinterested in the partitioning that maximizes the number of vertices in
the largest chain.To obtain all components of a partitioning we invoke the function
ExtractMonotoneChain()repeatedly until all the vertices of the polygon are processed.
At the beginning, the function ExtractMonotoneChain() is applied starting at vertex
Vq. Let the extracted chain be vq,vi,V2 , ....Vj. Next the function is applied starting
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at Vj to obtain the second component. This is repeated until the last vertex

is

processed. A formal description of the algorithm is given as “ExtractMonotoneComponentsO” .
Lemma 3.2; ExtractMonotoneComponents algorithm executes in 0{n) time.
Proof: One execution of ExtractMonotoneChain function takes 0{k) time, where
k is the size of the extracted monotone chain. Hence Step 2 takes 0{kj) time where
kj is the number of vertices in the

monotone component. Since each vertex is

processed a constant number of times and the time for processing a vertex is constant,
the total time for Step 3 is 0{k2 + k^ +... + km), where m is the number of monotone
components. Since each monotone component is disjoint, hi + hg + ... +
0{n). Hence the total time is n.

equals
□

3.4 Smoothing of Noisy chains
Consider the line segment connecting two non adjacent vertices of a polygon. The
line segment is a diagonal if it does not intersect with the interior of any edge of the
polygon. The diagonal can be distinguished into two kinds: the internal diagonal
and the external diagonal. The internal diagonal lies completely inside the polygon.
Similarly, the external diagonal lies completely outside the polygon. When the line
segments connecting two vertices is not a diagonal we call it a stabbing chord.
These definitions are illustrated in Figure 3.5.
In Figure 3.5, line segments (^0 ,^2 ) is an external diagonal, segment (ug,?;?) is an
internal diagonal, and the line segment (^7 ,^1 2 ) is a stabbing chord.
Definition 3.5: The areas bounded by a stabbing chord and the boundary of the
polygon form a small polygonal regions which are termed as fringe regions induced
by the chord. In Figure 3.5, three fringe regions are formed by line segment (uy, U1 2 ).
The fringe regions can be either completely inside the polygon or completely
outside. The fringe region lying inside the polygon is called positive fringe region
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Figure 3.5: Illustrating three kinds of chords

and the fringe region outside the polygon is called negative fringe region. Fig. 3.6.
illustrates negative and positive fringe regions.
Fringe regions which are a very small proportion of the whole area of the polygon
will be used for detecting noise edges. At this point it is important to quantitatively
characterize noise edges. The notion of monotonicity has been used for simplifying
polygon boundaries [4]. We also use monotone chains as possible candidates for
spotting noise edges.
Consider a monotone chain Vr,Vr+i, ...jUr+fc extracted from the boundary of the
polygon. If we pick a pair of vertices Vi and Vj from the monotone chain and connect
them by a line segment I = (vi,Vj) then I could be either a diagonal or a stabbing
chord as discussed earlier. We take / to be a possible candidate for smoothing if it a
stabbing chord. Suppose I induces k fringe regions R j , R j , R f , . . . , R i . Let A{Rl) be
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Figure 3.6: Illustrating positive and negative fringe regions

the area of the fringe region R\. The rules for accepting I = (vi,Vj) as a smoothing
segment can be written as follows. Let A{P) denote the area of the whole polygon.
Let cl be a pre-determined tolerance value which is typically taken as 0.02 (2%).

Rule 1: Segment I can be a potential candidate for smoothing if (uj, Uj+i,..., Vj) is a
subsequence of a monotone chain.
Rule 2: Segment I is a stabbing chord.
Rule 3: Area of each fringe regions R], Rf, R f , ...,

must be no more than cl * A{P).

Rule 4: Sum total of all fringe areas must be no more than cl * A{P).

If a line segment satisfies the above four rules then it can be used for smoothing
the noise portion of the boundary. In other words, monotone chain (uj, Uj+i,..., Uj)
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will be replaced by edge (uj, Vj) directly.

Remark 3.2: If more than one pair of vertices satisfy all four rules then we select
the one that corresponds to the largest number of vertices between them. In case
there are more than one pair that corresponds to the largest number of vertices then
we pick one of them arbitrarily.
A formal sketch of the algorithm is listed below.
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Algorithm Smooth Noisy Sub-Chain
Input: Polygonal P with noisy edges, tolerance value cl, start vertex v.
Output: Polygon Q obtained by reducing noisy sub-chain of P.
Step 1: A l = Area of P;
Step 2: chi — ExtractMonotoneChain(u);
Let Vi, Uj+i,..., Vj be the vertices of the monotone chain chi.
u = 0; V = 0;

Step 3: i. For all pair of vertices (vk,Vr) in the chain chi {
ii.
l = (Vk,Vr)
iii.
if (I is a stabbing chord) {
Find fringe areas R}, Rj, R f , R \
If fringe areas satisfy four rules and [r — k > u — v) {
u = r-, v — k',

iv.
V.
vi.

}

}

}
Step 4: Replace the sub-chain Vr, Vj.+i, ..., % by segment {vr, Vk)
to obtain Q and output Q.
Theorem 3.2 Smooth Noisy Sub-Chain algorithm can be executed in 0{rv‘) time.
Proof: Step 1 takes 0{n) time. Step 2 takes 0{n) time. There can be 0{v?) pairs
in the for-loop in Step 3. One execution of Step 3 takes 0{n) time. Hence the total
time is O(n^).

□
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, an implementation of the algorithm proposed in Chapter 3 is
presented. For the purpose of comparison we also present an implementation of the
turning function algorithm summarized in Chapter 2. The implementation is done in
Java programming language which supports object oriented programming and content
executable codes. Further more, designing the user interface for geometric computing
is becoming popular in Java and several useful computational geometry library func
tions are also available. The Eclipse programming environment is used for developing
the Java code. The program has a user friendly graphical user interface which can
be used by the user to create, edit, and transform two dimensional polygonal shapes.
The created shapes can be edited interactively by mouse to obtain desired structure.
The UML diagram of the classes used for the implementation are shown in Figure
4.2. It includes basic classes used for the computation of turning function of a polygon,
decomposition of the boundary of a polygon into monotone chains, and the smoothing
the noisy edges. It also shows class diagrams for some simple geometric objects such
as line segments, rays, points, etc.
4.2 Interface Design
The main container of the GUI is a frame which is implemented by importing the
JFrame class from javax. It contains three panels with layout as shown in Figure
4.1. Panel 1 is a container to hold three radio buttons used to indicate the color of
the polygon boundary. Panel 2 contains the canvas (drawing panel) used for drawing
and displaying the polygon. It also contains a prompt indicating the current cursor
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Panel 1

Panel 2

Panel 3

Figure 4.1: Distinguishing three kinds of polygonal chains
Figure 4.2: Class Interface Diagram in UML

position. Panel 3 contains five checkboxes, nine buttons, and a text area containing
the list of polygon vertices. The nine buttons provide the required functionality such
as the turning function, monotone decomposition, and smoothing of noisy edges, etc.
A snap-shot of the actual GUI implemented by using swing components from javax
is shown in Figure 4.3 thru Figure 4.5.
4.3 Functionalities of GUI Components
Table l(a-b) contains a brief description of the GUI components. The first column
in the table contains the names of the components and the second column contains a
brief description of the functionality corresponding to those components.
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Figure 4.8: Sixth Snapshot of the GUI (Smoothing of noisy Edges)
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Table 4.1
N am e

Description

DrawPoly

This check box enables the user to specify the polygon vertices
by the the mouse click. The coordinates of the current vertex
position are shown on the upper left corner of the canvas in the GUI.
The vertices are also added to the text box on the lower right corner.

EditV

This check box enables the user to relocate the position of an existing
vertex by mouse drag. The coordinates of the new position of the vertex
displayed at the top left corner of the canvas. The edited vertex is
also added to the textbox containing the list of vertices.

DeleteV

This check box enables the user to delete the clicked vertex that are
currently displayed in the draw panel.

SplitEdge

This check box enables the user to split the edge of a polygon by
clicking on the edge to be split. A new vertex is added to the vertex
list text box when the edge is split.

MovePoly

This check box moves the polygon to a specified location by clicking
on the polygon and dragging it to the to the required position.
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Table 4.2
MoveLeft

This button enables the user to move the polygon to the left.

MoveRight

This button enables the user to move the polygon to the right.

MoveDown

This button enables the user to move the polygon down.

ClearCNV

Enables the user to clear all the contents of the canvas.

Save

Enables the user to save the polygon in Xfig in .Fig format.

MonoDecomp

Decomposes the given polygon into monotone components.

SmoothEdge

Enables the user to identify the noisy edges in the
monotone chain and smooth the noisy edges in each chain.

4.4 Implementation of Turning Function
The boundary of the polygon is processed to obtain the turning function. We
adopt the algorithm presented in reference [2] for the implementation. The class ob
tained by implementing the turning function is shown on the top left box in Figure
4.2. We pick one of the vertices (in fact the first vertex

uq)

as the start vertex. The

turn angle implied at each vertex is computed by using simple geometric computa
tion. These turn angles are used for finding the step functions. The turn angles are
accumulated as turn-angles at the vertices are processed. To determine the accumu
lated turn angle, left turns are subtracted and right turns are added from the running
total turn-angle. The running turn-angle is taken as the y-coordinate and the arc
length (length along the boundary from the start vertex to the candidate vertex) is
taken as the x-coordinate. The computed turn angle functions are plotted for the
display. Turning functions for several polygonal shapes were computed. Six different
examples of turning function computation are shown in Figure 4.8 thru Figure 4.9.
In these examples the boundary does not contain noisy edges. We also experimented
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Figure 4.9: Turning function of a Triangle

Figure 4.10: Turning function of a Convex polygon

with shapes containing noisy edges and the computed results are shown in Figure
4.9.1 thru Figure 4.9.4.
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Figure 4.11: Turning function of a Non Convex polygon - Example 1

nr
j u

Figure 4.12: Turning function of a Non Convex polygon Example 2

4.5 Implementation of Monotone Decomposition
The monotone decomposition algorithm presented in Chapter 3 is implemented.
The UML diagram of the implementation of the monotone decomposition is displayed
on the first box in the second row in Figure 4.2. The polygon is traversed starting
from the first vertex by processing turn-angles and by maintaining accumulated turns.
The processing is continued as long as the accumulated turn-angle is within —180°
and 180° with respect to the direction of starting edge. The resulting chain is output

Figure 4.13: Turning function of a Non Convex polygon Example 3
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Figure 4.14: Turning function of a Non Convex polygon Example 4

Figure 4.15: Monotone Decomposition - Example 1

as the first maximal monotone chain. The computation of the other maximal chain is
done similarly. When the last maximal monotone chain is computed the processing
stops when ever the last vertes is processed. For post processing of the decomposed
boundary, the boundary is exported to the format of xfig, a publicly available software.
In fact, the Java program directly exports the processed boundary in the format of
xfig and subsequently it is converted to eps format fi'om the xfig program.

Figure 4.16: Monotone Decomposition - Example 2
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Figure 4.17: Monotone Decomposition - Example 3

Figure 4.18: Monotone Decomposition - Example 4

4.6 Implementation of Smoothing Algorithm
To identify and remove the noisy edges we implemented the smoothing algorithm
presented in Chapter 3. The output generated by the monotone decomposition is used
as the input for the smoothing algorithm. The algorithm processes the first monotone
component to identify potential noisy edges. The negative region areas and positive
regions areas induced by a stabbing diagonal are computed for implementing the four
rules listed at the end of Chapter 3. If these areas satisfy the rules then the vertices
within the range of the stabbing diagonal are taken as noisy vertices. While process
ing monotone chain the program always looks for maximal sub-chain that satisfies
the four rules. The UML diagram of the implementation of the smoothing is shown
on the right box on the top row in Figure 4.2. Examples of smoothing of noisy edges
are shown in Figure 4.11.1 thru Figure 4.lid .

o
Figure 4.19: Monotone Decomposition - Example 5
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Figure 4.20: Smoothing of Noisy Edges - Example 1

Figure 4.21: Smoothing of Noisy Edges - Example 2

Figure 4.22: Smoothing of Noisy Edges - Example 3

Figure 4.23: Smoothing of Noisy Edges - Example 4
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION
We examined important existing geometric techniques for measuring similarity
between polygon shapes. The turning function of a polygon is used to determine the
similarity between polygonal shapes. An algorithm was developed to decompose the
polygon into monotone chains. The algorithm executes in 0(n) time. A method for
smoothing the noisy edges is also determined by applying a smoothing technique on
each monotone chain. The smoothing of noisy edges may actually be considered as
a preprocessing step for computing the turning function of a given polygon. The de
gree of similarity between two given polygonal shapes increases when the noisy edges
of the polygon are smoothed. We presented (i) an implementation of the proposed
monotone decomposition algorithm and smoothing algorithm (ii) experimental inves
tigation of the algorithm for monotone decomposition of polygons with several edges
was performed and the smoothing technique was applied to polygons with several
noisy edges.
Several extensions of the proposed problem and algorithms can be planned for
future work. One direction of investigation would be to perform extensive experi
mentation with many more shapes where the noise edges are injected randomly. The
smoothing techniques may be applied to shapes with noisy edges and the similarity
between two given shapes may be compared.
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